Cancer stem cells as a predictive factor in radiotherapy.
Cancer stem cell research is one of the most thriving and competitive areas in oncology research because it has the potential to dramatically affect clinical outcomes. Led by progress in hematology, cancer stem cell research has now provided evidence to play an important role for solid cancers as well. Because radiotherapy is only second to surgery in terms of its curative potency, it is very important for radiation oncologists to learn whether progress in cancer stem cell biology can enable them to exploit this knowledge to help cure more patients suffering from cancer. The present article gives an overview about the challenges of the cancer stem cell concept and highlights some important phenomena that are under intense investigation, such as phenotypic plasticity of stemness and impact and dynamics of microenvironmental niches. We discuss the potential and limitations of current experimental and theragnostic tools and end up with an agenda for future research as outlook for translational possibilities in the clinic.